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Abstract

We explain a puzzle from two recent meta-analyses that cover 25 countries and claim
to show that inputs systematically move from higher-value to lower-value activities de-
spite strong aggregate labor productivity growth (ALP). These papers use variants of the
Baily, Hulten and Campbell (1992) decomposition of ALP to show that the reallocation
covariance term is negative in all but two countries and the reallocation between term is
negative in nine countries and weakly positive in most others. We decompose ALP using
three micro-level data sets from Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia and show the same puzzle
holds. We show that the ALP between term can be decomposed into a term related to
reallocation and a term related to the change in the total number of �ms, the latter of
which often works to reduce the total between term in our data. We also show these
ALP patterns can arise because of heterogeneity in labor and capital, unobserved output
prices, or capacity utilization, but controlling for them only marginally helps to explain
away the ALP reallocation puzzles in our micro-level data sets. We show that there is
no puzzle when one decomposes aggregate productivity growth in the terms of National
Accounts, as inputs in the aggregate move from low to high value activities in 36 of our
39 country-year observations. We conclude that there is a fundamental di¤erence in re-
allocation measured by the ALP decomposition and that measured by the decomposition
of National Accounts growth.
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1 Introduction

Theory shows that aggregate productivity growth can increase with no change in establishment-

level technical e¢ ciencies if resources move from lower- to higher-valued activities. Recent

work by Hsieh and Klenow (2009) and Petrin and Sivadasan (2011) suggest that the gaps for

inputs between their value of marginal product and their input price can be quite large due to

barriers that prevent the free mobility of inputs.1 Policy reforms that have been taking place

throughout the world in recent history have in large part been aimed at stimulating growth

by reducing barriers so resources like capital or labor can seek out higher marginal product

activities.

In this paper we resolve the empirical puzzle related to reallocation that arises from the

two recent meta-analyses. Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, and Scarpetta (2004) (BHS) decompose

Aggregate Labor Productivity (ALP) for 15 countries that include a mix of industrial coun-

tries, Central and Eastern European countries, and emerging economies in Latin America

and East Asia. Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) (PPS) do the same for 13 countries in

Latin America and the Caribbean.2 The latter paper uses the decomposition from Baily, Hul-

ten, and Campbell (1992) (BHC) and the former uses the modi�ed BHC decomposition from

Foster, Haltiwanger, and Krizan (2001) (FHK). These decompositions include three terms, a

"within" growth term which measures growth in �rm-level value-added per laborer, a "be-

tween" growth term tracks movements in labor inputs across �rms with di¤ering value-added

per laborers, and a "covariance" term that tracks the co-movement of labor shares and value-

added per laborer. Researchers often associate these latter two terms with reallocation growth

because they relate the movements in inputs to value-added per laborer.

The reallocation puzzle that comes out of the studies is as follows. Value-added per

laborer at the �rm level is increasing robustly across most of these countries in the time

periods analyzed.3 In the face of this strong growth twenty-three of the twenty-�ve countries

1See also the survey paper by Syverson (2011).
2The complete list from BHS is Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Estonia, Finland, France, Korea, Latvia,

Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, Taiwan, UK, USA, and West Germany. The complete list from PPS is
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Peru, Paraguay, Brazil, Mexico, El Salvador, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, Argentina,
Dominican Republic, and Chile.

3See Figure 4.8 in PPS and Figure 9 in BHS.
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have a covariance term that is negative. Of these twenty-�ve countries nine of them have

negative between terms, so one-third of the countries have negative overall reallocation, that

is, one-third of these countries - including the United States from 1987 to 1997 - have inputs

systematically reallocating from high-value to low-value activities. Most of the remaining

countries with negative covariance have lackluster between growth especially when compared

to the magnitude of their within term. There seems to be little reallocation from low-value

to high-value activities despite deregulation and strong economic growth across almost all of

these countries.

The unambiguous negative reallocation for the nine countries including the U.S. is particu-

larly puzzling because theory models of allocative ine¢ ciency do not have inputs reallocating

from higher-value to lower-value activities. Instead in these models allocative ine¢ ciency

arises when barriers prevent inputs from moving to higher valued activities.4 Either the the-

ory models that we have on growth do not completely characterize what is happening with

reallocation in the real world, or the de�nition of reallocation that comes out of the BHC/FHK

decompositions is not measuring the reallocation about which the theory models are written.

Our empirical �ndings suggest that the BHC/FHK reallocation terms do not measure growth

from the perspective of theory models or national accounts.

We focus our investigation on Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia, three countries on which we

have detailed micro-level data and that went through stark periods of deregulation prior to or

during our sample periods. We show that the �ndings of BHS and PPS hold in our data, as

strong within growth is coupled with a negative covariance term in all 40 country-year pairs

in our data. For Chile and Colombia we also �nd weak between growth over the time period.

We start by checking whether a de�nition of reallocation that aligns more closely with

the theory literature and national accounts practices on growth measurement also shows that

inputs appear to be reallocating from more to less valuable activities. If we de�ne aggregate

productivity growth as the change in aggregate value added minus the change in expenditures

on labor and capital then aggregate reallocation increases if an input moves from a �rm where

4See, for example, Melitz (2003), Ericson and Pakes (1995), Caballero and Hammour (1994), Aghion and
Howitt (1994), Aghion and Howitt (1992), or Lentz and Mortensen (2008).
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it has a low value of marginal product-input cost gap to one where it has a higher gap (see

Petrin and Levinsohn (2011)).5 This de�nition di¤ers from BHC/FHK reallocation although

it may be in the spirit of what the BHC/FHK reallocation terms are trying to capture.

Our �ndings using this new de�nition of reallocation are in sharp contrast to BHC/FHK.

In our three data sets aggregate reallocation is larger in magnitude relative to the "within"

growth term in all three countries, and it is positive in 36 of our 40 country-year pairs. While

this does not explain away the ALP puzzles, it does suggest that these puzzles are an artifact

of the BHC/FHK ALP decomposition.

We return to the question of why the BHC/FHK de�nition of reallocation appears to show

weak or negative reallocation growth for our three countries. We show that the ALP between

term can be decomposed into a term related to reallocation and a term related to the change

in the total number of �rms, the latter of which often works to reduce the total between term

in our data. In Chile and Colombia separating out the number of �rms term leads to a small

but positive increase in between reallocation while in Slovenia it leads to a dramatic increase

in between reallocation.

We then try to explain the negative covariance term. We show that unobserved prices,

unobserved heterogeneity in capital and labor levels, and unobserved levels of capacity uti-

lization could all possibly explain the negative covariance puzzle. We control as best we can

for all of these factors. Except for unobserved heterogeneity in capital and labor in Slovenia,

none of these stories can explain why BHC/FHK lead to negative covariance terms in our

data.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses aggregate labor productivity, its

decomposition, and the puzzle. Section 3 describes our data and Section 4 shows the same

puzzles exist. Section 5 shows there is no puzzle if the de�nition of aggregate reallocation

is revised to more closely re�ect what theory and national accounts de�ne as reallocation.

Section 6 explores the weak BHC/FHK between term, Section 7 looks at the covariance term,

and Section 8 concludes.

5Under Petrin and Levinsohn (2011) the aggregation of establishment-level changes of technical e¢ ciency
and input reallocations add up to changes in aggregate value added, holding primary input use constant.
Applications include Petrin, White, and Reiter (2011), Cubas et al. (2011), and Kwon et al. (2009).
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2 The Reallocation Puzzle for Aggregate Labor Productivity

We develop the continuous time version of ALP and several discrete time approximations to

it and then in Section 2.2 describe the empirical puzzles raised in Bartelsman et al (2004) and

Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) and elsewhere in the literature.

2.1 Continuous Time ALP and Discrete Time Approximations

We denote the amount of labor input and value added of establishment i at time t by Lit and

V Ait respectively. Aggregate labor productivity (ALP) at time t - V Lt - is then given as

V Lt =

P
i V AitP
i Lit

:

Researchers use the growth rate of the ratio of aggregate value added to aggregate labor as

an indicator of changes in an economy�s standard of living because of its link to changes in

per capita income.

The source of the puzzle come from the decomposition of ALP into real productivity

growth and reallocation components. V Lt can be re-expressed as

V Lt =
X
i

Lit
Lt
� V Ait
Lit

=
X
i

sit � V Lit;

where V Lit = V Ait
Lit

is value added per laborer, Lt =
P
i Lit is aggregate labor input in the

economy, sit = Lit
Lt
is the employment share of establishment i at time t. In continuous time,

the change in V Lt as the sum of two components:

d(V Lt) =
X
i

sit dV Lit +
X
i

dsit V Lit: (1)

The �rst term is the sum of establishment-level changes in value added, and is typically

referred to as the real productivity growth term. The second term is the sum of changes in

employment share times the establishment-level value added per laborer and is referred to

as the reallocation term. Researchers often compare these terms to understand their relative
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role in ALP growth.

We must use discrete time approximations to continuous time growth to estimate real-

location terms. We employ the two most popular approximations from Baily, Hulten, and

Campbell (1992) and Foster, Haltiwanger, and Krizan (2001). These approximations add up

to
V Lt � V Lt�1

V Lt�1
(2)

but di¤er in the ways they decompose the numerator A � V Lt � V Lt�1:

Baily, Hulten, and Campbell (1992) decompose A as

A1 �
X
i2C

sit�1 ��V Lit| {z }
Within e¤ect, weight t�1

+
X
i2C

V Lit ��sit| {z }
BHC between e¤ect, weight t

+
X
i2E

sit � V Lit| {z }
BHC Entry

�
X
i2X

sit�1 � V Lit�1| {z }
BHC Exit

;

where�V Lit = V Lit�V Lit�1,�sit = sit�sit�1, andC;E; andX denote the set of continuing,

entering, and exiting establishments at time t. The �rst two terms re�ect the productivity

growth of continuing establishments, and the last two terms re�ect productivity growth due

to turnover.6

The most commonly used form of this BHC decomposition rearranges the between term

in A1 and breaks out the cross term or the so-called "covariance":

A2 �
X
i2C

sit�1 ��V Lit| {z }
Within e¤ect, weight t�1

+
X
i2C

V Lit�1 ��sit| {z }
BHC between e¤ect, weight t�1

+
X
i2C

�V Lit ��sit| {z }
Cross term

+
X
i2E

sit � V Lit �
X
i2X

sit�1 � V Lit�1| {z }
BHC Net Entry

: (3)

This between term contributes positively to the aggregate productivity when the market

share of more productive establishments at time t� 1 grows and the share of less productive

6Using the di¤erent periods of weights, we can construct the sum of the within and between terms in several
ways. For instance, we can decompose V Lit�V Lit�1 into

P
i

sit+sit�1
2

�V Lit+
P
i

V Lit+V Lit�1
2

�sit (Tornquist

approximation) or
P
i

sit�V Lit +
P
i

V Lit�1�sit:
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establishments decreases. The covariance term contributes positively when those plants whose

activities are becoming more valuable in terms of output per worker are also the plants that

have relative increases in the share of labor. We follow Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) and

most of the literature and use decomposition A2 in equation (3) as our BHC decomposition.7

The second approximation to V Lt � V Lt�1 comes from the decomposition measure used

in Foster, Haltiwanger, and Krizan (2001). It decomposes the same object, V Lt�V Lt�1; into

A3 �
X
i2C

sit�1 ��V Lit| {z }
Within e¤ect, weight t�1

+
X
i2C
(V Lit�1 � V Lt�1) ��sit| {z }

FHK Between e¤ect, weight t�1

+
X
i2C

�V Lit ��sit| {z }
Cross term

+
X
i2E

sit � (V Lit � V Lt�1)�
X
i2X

sit�1 � (V Lit�1 � V Lt�1)| {z }
FHK Net Entry

: (4)

We employ decomposition A3 in equation (4) as our FHK decomposition. The FHK between

term is positive if establishments with above-average productivity increase their shares sit.

Similarly, entering establishments contribute positively to the aggregate productivity only if

the establishment-level productivity is above the weighted industry average. In comparison

to the BHC reallocation and net entry terms, by construction when the FHK between term

is larger than the BHC between term, the BHC net entry term is larger than the FHK net

entry term by the same magnitude. The within term and the covariance term are identical

to the BHC decomposition in equation (3).8

2.2 The Puzzle

Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) look at 13 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean,

including Chile and Colombia. They report that the BHC between e¤ect is positive but

strikingly weak compared to the growth in aggregate labor productivity. Almost all of the

growth in ALP is coming from the BHC within term, that is, from plants improving at

7Unlike Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) our decomposition includes entrants and exiters. The only
di¤erence in the de�nitions when one includes entrants and exiters is in the calculation of aggregate ALP
growth, from which net entry is now deducted.

8We have publicly available programs for computing aggregate productivity growth and its decomposition
on Nishida�s website.
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producing more value-added per labor input, and not from labor inputs reallocating to higher

value-added per labor plants. Furthermore, the authors also report that a "more worrisome

element" is that the BHC covariance term is negative in all 13 countries in the report.

In terms of the FHK decomposition, the within and covariance results hold because the

FHK within and covariance terms are identical to the BHC within and covariance term. We

also know that if the FHK between term were more positive in this data, then the FHK net

entry term would become more negative by the same magnitude. Thus if one thinks of net

entry as a form of reallocation we know both empirical puzzles exist for either the BHC or

the FHK decompositions of the numerator A.

These �ndings are particularly puzzling when one considers that theoretical models of

reallocation almost universally have labor inputs either moving in the direction of more valu-

able activities or being stymied from moving in that direction. To our knowledge there are no

theoretical models where inputs in the aggregate systematically move from the most valuable

to the least valuable activities in the economy. Furthermore, the data comes from a period

that has largely been one of deregulation of input and output markets, which should generally

lead to a more �uid movement of inputs from lower-valued to higher-valued activities. We

will focus on trying to understand why the between term is so weak and the covariance term

is universally negative for these decompositions at a time when economic growth in the region

is otherwise reasonably strong.

3 Data

This section describes our manufacturing data from Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia. Re-

searchers interested in empirical results can skip directly to Section 4.

Chilean and Colombian Manufacturing Data The Chilean and Colombian data

are annual and span the periods of 1979-95 and 1977-91, respectively. Here we provide a

brief overview of these data. Numerous other productivity studies use them, and we refer
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interested readers to those papers for a more detailed data description.9

The Chilean data, provided by Chile�s Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (INE), are unbal-

anced panels and cover all manufacturing plants with at least 10 employees. The Colombian

data from the Annual Manufacturing Survey, provided by Colombia�s Departamento Admin-

istrativo Nacional de Estadistica (DANE), are also unbalanced panels and cover all plants for

the years 1977-82 and the plants with at least 10 employees for the years 1983-91. In both

data sets, plants are observed annually and they include a measure of nominal gross output,

two types of labor, capital, and intermediate inputs, including fuels and electricity. Labor

is the number of man-years hired for production, and plants distinguish between their blue-

and white-collar workers. Liu (1991) documents the method for constructing the real value of

capital for the Chilean data, and we use the same method for the Colombian data.10 We use

double-de�ated value added for Chilean results and single-de�ated value added for Colombia

because intermediate input de�ators are not available there.11

Slovenian Manufacturing Data For Slovenian data, we use the annual accounting

data provided by the Slovenian Statistical O¢ ce and other sources from 1994 through 2004.

Our data are an unbalanced panel and covers all manufacturing �rms.12 We use single-

de�ated value added because no intermediate input de�ator is available. The Slovenian data

are distinct from Chilean and Colombian data in that a �rm-level de�ator and a capacity

utilization rate can be obtained for a subset of �rms.

As an ex-socialist country Slovenia went through extensive changes in its economic system

starting in 1988. The deregulation of entry in 1988 allowed the setup of privately owned �rms

and resulted in expansion of private businesses. In addition, price and wage liberalization

9See Liu (1991), Liu (1993), Liu and Tybout (1996), and Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) for the Chilean data
and Roberts (1996) for the Colombian data.
10For the Chilean data, the real value of capital is a weighted average of the peso value of depreciated

buildings, machinery, and vehicles. We assume each has a depreciation rate of 5%, 10%, and 20%, respectively.
Some plants don�t report initial capital stock, although they record investment. When possible, we used a
capital series that they report for a subsequent base year. For a small number of plants, they don�t report capital
stock in any year. We estimated a projected initial capital stock based on other reported plant observables for
these plants. We then used the investment data to �ll out the capital stock data.
11See Appendix C for the details of the construction of double-de�ated value-added.
12 In Appendix A-1, we discuss how we construct the Slovenian data set from four distinct sources.
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took place during the period of 1987-93. The process of privatization of state-owned �rms

started in 1994 and continued throughout the 1990s. For this reason, several empirical studies

of productivity dynamics have used Slovenian data.13

4 The Puzzles in Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia

In this section we show the same puzzles raised elsewhere exist for our manufacturing data

from Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia. Table 1 documents these facts for Chile. The second

column in Table 1 is the annualized growth rate of aggregate value added and the third column

is the growth rate of aggregate labor productivity. Most of the Pinochet market-based reforms

were put into place by 1980 and aggregate value added increased on average by 4:16% over

the sample period. While ALP increased by somewhat less over the entire sample period -

0:73% per year - if one focuses on the more recent history of 1988 to 1995 ALP is over 3%

per year.

Columns 4 through 9 in Table 1 report the BHC and FHK decomposition of ALP into its

real productivity growth, reallocation of employment for continuing establishments, and entry

and exit components. For BHC columns 4 and 5 show that within �rm growth of aggregate

labor productivity clearly dominates the between reallocation term as it is over 10 times the

magnitude on average (3:42% vs. 0:26%). In seven of the sixteen years aggregate between

reallocation is negative. If one thinks of net entry as a form of reallocation related to the

non-continuing �rms, Column 8 shows stronger growth from net entry at on average 0:90%,

but still less than a third of the growth coming from the within term.

Columns 6 and 9 are between and net entry for the FHK decomposition, the between is

at 1:04% but reallocation from net entry falls to 0:12%. In six of the sixteen years aggregate

between reallocation is negative. Since the FHK ALP exactly equals BHC ALP but di¤ers in

the the de�nition of the between term and the net entry term, the sum of these two terms for

both decompositions is identical and equal to 1:16%. For Chile regardless of how we divide up

these components we still �nd weak growth from between reallocation and net entry relative

13See, for example, Konings and de Loecker (2006), Polanec (2006), and Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, and
Scarpetta (2010).
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to within for the post-Pinochet reform period when we might expect to �nd much stronger

growth from improvements in allocative e¢ ciency.

More striking is the cross term in column 7. The contribution of the cross-term to the

aggregate labor productivity is negative in every year and the mean of the contribution over

time is �3:86% which is larger than the average positive contribution from the within growth

term. Employment shares appear to move in the direction of the �rms that have lower value

added per laborer in Chile in the midst of strong economic growth.

Table 2 presents the results from Colombia over a similar time period. They largely echo

the �ndings from Chile. Between 1978 and 1991 value added and ALP on average 4:28% and

3:94% per year respectively. The BHC and FHK between term�s average contribution to the

aggregate labor productivity is 1:10% and 1:34% when the within term�s average contribution

is 6:04%. The covariance term is again negative in every year and the sample average is

�3:44%.

Table 3 shows that over the 1995 to 2004 Slovenia records even stronger growth than both

Chile and Colombia. Value added and ALP increase on average 7:00% and 6:53% respectively.

Compared with the within-term contribution to the aggregate labor productivity, contribution

of the between reallocation term is stronger in Slovenia than in Chile and Colombia but it

still makes a smaller contribution to the ALP than the within term (3:34% BHC vs. 4:96%

within). The covariance term is again negative in every year and contributes on average

�2:65% to growth. These results are puzzling because the theory models have losses from

allocative ine¢ ciencies that arise because barriers prevent inputs from moving in the right

direction, but no theory models on reallocation have inputs systematically moving in the

wrong direction.

5 Reallocation in Aggregate Productivity Growth

In this section we start with a de�nition of aggregate productivity growth (APG) closer to

the approach used in national accounts. If we let APG equal the change in aggregate value

added minus the change in expenditures on labor and capital, then aggregate reallocation

increases if an input moves from a �rm where it has a low value of marginal product-input
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cost gap to one where it has a higher gap (see Petrin and Levinsohn (2011)). We �nd that

under this de�nition of reallocation - which is the de�nition that lines up with theoretical

models of growth - aggregate reallocation is on average larger in magnitude relative to the

"within" APG term in all three countries and it is positive in 36 of our 40 country-year pairs.

While this does not explain away the ALP reallocation puzzle, it does suggest that it may be

an artifact of the decomposition, and we return to that investigation in Section 6 and 7.

In growth rates APG by this de�nition can be expressed as the weighted sum of plant-level

growth rates in value added minus the plant-level growth rates in primary inputs and is given

as

APG =
X
i

Dvi dlnV Ai �
X
i

X
k

sikdlnXik; (5)

with Dvi =
V AiP
i V Ai

(the Domar weight) and the cost share for the kth primary input given as

sik =
WikXikP
i V Ai

(with Wik denoting input k�s price and Xik denoting its level). The �nal term

deducts changes in the cost of primary inputs to account for the use of more or fewer inputs

in production.

APG can be decomposed as

X
i

Dv
i

X
k

("vik � sik)dlnXik| {z }
Reallocation of Labor and Capital

+
X
i

Dv
i

X
j

("vij � sij)dlnMij| {z }
Reallocation of Materials

+
X
i

Dv
i dln!

v
i| {z }

Technical E¢ ciency

�
X
i

Dv
i dlnF

v
i| {z }

Fixed and Sunk Costs

;

(6)

where the elasticities "vik are those for the value-added production function. Aggregate growth

arising from the reallocation of primary inputs is given by
P
iD

v
i

P
k("

v
ik � sik)dlnXik and

growth from aggregate technical e¢ ciency - the analog to the within term from ALP - is given

by
P
iD

v
i dln!

v
i :
14 If we rewrite the �rst two terms of this decomposition in levels we can more

clearly see have the relationship between the value of marginal product - input price gaps to

14dlnF v denotes the costs associated with �xed and sunk costs and can be calculated as the residual of APG
and the reallocation and technical e¢ ciency terms. This last term can be calculated directly from our results
but is not the focus of this paper.
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aggregate reallocation for APG:

X
i

X
k

(Pi
@Qi
@Xik

�Wik)dXik +
X
i

X
j

(Pi
@Qi
@Mij

� Pj)dMij ; (7)

where @Q
@Xik

and @Q
@Mij

are the partial derivatives of the output production function with respect

to the kth primary input and the jth intermediate input, respectively, and dMij is the change

in intermediate input j at establishment i. If at every �rm every marginal product is equated

with every marginal cost, further reallocation cannot increase growth, as all allocative e¢ -

ciency gains have been achieved. However, if market power (i.e., markups) or frictions, such

as adjustment costs or taxes, or other characteristics of the economy that lead to a divergence

between the value of the marginal product and the marginal cost, the reallocation of inputs

from low gap activities to high gap activities increases APG without increasing the total use

of inputs.

Equation (5) can be estimated directly from the discrete data using Tornquist-Divisia

approximations.15 For equation (6) we posit a value-added production function as

ln(V Ai) =
X
k

"viklnXik + ln!
v
i ; (8)

with Xik denoting the vector of primary inputs and "vik denoting the elasticity of (value-added)

output with respect to the primary inputs.16 We estimate production function parameters sep-

arately for each SIC 3-digit industry code for Chile and Colombia and NACE 2-digit industry

code for Slovenia using the proxy method from Wooldridge (2009) that modi�es Levinsohn

and Petrin (2003) to address the simultaneous determination of inputs and productivity.17

15We chain-weight to update prices on an annual basis (they are included in the Domar weights). For
example, APG =

P
iD

v
it�lnV Ait�

P
iD

v
it

P
k s

v
ikt�lnXikt where D

v
it is the average of plant i�s value-added

share weights from period t�1 to period t, � is the �rst di¤erence operator from period t�1 to period t, sikt is
the average across the two periods of plant i�s expenditures for the kth primary input as a share of plant-level
value-added.
16We use three primary inputs as regressors: production (blue-collar) workers LPit, non-production (white-

collar) workers LNPit , and capital Kit and aggregate the two labor inputs in our reallocation results.
17The approach is robust to the comment by Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2008) and is one line of code in

Stata.
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The estimate of establishment-level technical e¢ ciency is then

[ln!vit = ln(V Ait)�
�b�vjP lnLPit + b�vjNP lnLNPit + b�vjK lnKit� ;

where b�vj� denote the estimated elasticities of value added with respect to the inputs in
industry j. We use Tornquist-Divisia approximations for each term in equation (6).18

Table 4 shows the aggregate reallocation and within growth terms under this "national

accounts" de�nition of APG for Chile. The contribution of aggregate reallocation is positive

for thirteen of the sixteen years and it accounts on average for 1:60% of APG, which averages

3:40% over this time period. If we break out labor reallocation�s component to total realloca-

tion it to is positive in eleven of the sixteen years and it accounts for almost half of the growth

arising from reallocation. Table A1 shows reallocation growth plays an even bigger role in

Colombia, where the average contribution of reallocation to APG is 3:63%. There is also only

one of the fourteen years in which aggregate reallocation is negative and the contribution

of labor reallocation is positive in ten of the fourteen years. Table 5 reports the results for

Slovenia, where aggregate reallocation contributed on average 3:42% to an average APG of

5:17%. Aggregate reallocation is positive in every year of the sample as is the contribution

of labor reallocation. The reallocation puzzle raised by the decomposition of ALP does not

arise at all in this decomposition of APG, suggesting that the de�nition of ALP reallocation

can be misleading if one�s de�nition reallocation growth comes from decomposing a national

accounts measure of economic growth.

6 Towards Explaining the Weak Between Term

In this section we show that the ALP between term can be decomposed into a term related to

reallocation and a term related to the change in the total number of �rms, the latter of which

often works to reduce the total between term in our data. Letting Nt denote the number of

�rms in the economy, the average share of labor at a �rm at time t is equal to st =
P
sit
Nt

= 1
Nt
;

18For the reallocation terms we use the approximations
P

iD
v
it

P
k("

v
ik � sikt)�lnXikt and

P
iD

v
it

P
j("

v
ij �

sijt)�lnMijt. For the within growth (technical e¢ ciency) term we use
P

iD
v
it�ln!

v
it.
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the individual �rm�s relative share of labor is given as ~sit = sit�st, and the change in relative

share from t� 1 to t is �~sit = ~sit � ~si;t�1. The between term then decomposes as follows:

(BHC Between) =
P
i2Ct

V Li;t�1�sit

=
P
i2Ct

V Li;t�1f(sit � st)� (sit�1 � st�1)g+ (st � st�1)
P
i2Ct

V Li;t�1

=
X
i2Ct

�~sitV Li;t�1| {z }
First component

+ (
1

Nt
� 1

Nt�1
)
X
i2Ct

V Li;t�1| {z }
Second component

; (9)

where Ct is the set of continuing establishments at time t. The �rst component is positive

when relative labor shares in the industry move in the direction of higher productivity �rms.

The second component is equal to the sum of value-added per labor across �rms multiplied

by 1
Nt
� 1

Nt�1
, a term that is unrelated to the reallocation of inputs from less valuable to

more valuable activities. Because the sum of value-added per labor is always positive the

second term confounds the �rst component in the negative direction when the number of

�rms increases and the positive direction when the number of �rms decreases.

Table 6 presents the decomposition of the between term for Chile. Over the early period

of the data when Chile is going through a recession there is a decrease in the number of

�rms and the second term confounds the �rst component in the positive direction. After

the economy fully recovers and there is growth in the number of �rms starting in 1987 the

second component works to lower the overall between term. Comparing the �rst term to the

overall BHC term we see that on average it is 0:44% higher over the sample period, that

is, overall the second term has confounded between growth down. In Colombia the story is

similar as the second term works to reduce the overall BHC term in eight of the fourteen

years and the �rst component is on average 0:27% higher than the between term (see Table

A2). Table 7 shows this confounding e¤ect is most pronounced in Slovenia where the growth

rate of �rms is positive in every year. In every year the second component works to reduce

measured reallocation, and over the entire sample period the average e¤ect is �5:80%. Overall,

separating this component out changes the reallocation message substantially in one country

and to a smaller degree in the other two.
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Before turning to the covariance term we note that the only di¤erence between the FHK

decomposition and the BHC decomposition is in its treatment of this second component and

the net entry component. FHK does separate out the �rst component, but it then confounds

the net entry reallocation term by adding the second component to it. One can see this in

Table 1 as the FHK between term relative to BHC is 1:04% vs. 0:26% but the net entry term

for FHK is 0:16% relative to the BHC term of 0:94%. As noted earlier the sum of these two

terms must be equal because BHC ALP and FHK ALP are equal, and it is not clear why we

want to confound net entry reallocation with this second component.

7 Towards Explaining the Negative Covariance Term

In this section we explore whether controlling for unobserved prices, for heterogeneity in

capital and labor levels, and for unobserved capacity utilization can explain away the negative

covariance term that appears in every year in every country.

7.1 Controlling for Unobserved Prices

The estimated productivity residual is a¤ected by the fact that the typical measure of gross

output used in establishment-level data is not Qit but instead is the nominal value of total

shipments PitQit de�ated by an industry price de�ator Pt:

ln
PitQit
Pt

= lnQit + lnPit � lnPt:

In terms of estimated growth rates, the size of the price measurement error added to V Lit

is lnPit � lnPt � (lnPit�1 � lnPt�1) = � lnPit � � lnPt. A negative covariance between

employment share and V Lit could be caused by increasing quantities and decreasing prices,

that is, a movement down the demand curve for the �rm�s products as the �rm increases

output and decreases prices to sell that extra output. If labor inputs increase to increase

output, then labor share might increase when V Lit falls.

We use the Slovenian data to explore this possibility. 24% of the observations in the

Slovenian data are on establishments for which product-speci�c quantities and revenues are
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collected. We use these quantities to construct unit prices for each of the establishment�s

products and then use the quantity-weighted average of these prices as the �rm-level price

de�ator. We then return to the original data and replace the industry-level output de�ator

with the �rm-level output de�ator for these 24% of observations. We then recalculate the

BHC and FHK decompositions on the full sample which has been partially corrected for the

price measurement error.1920

Table 8 presents the results of aggregate labor productivity decomposition by the BHC

and FHK using the new sample. If the measurement error in price is indeed a cause of the

negative covariance puzzle, we should expect the level of covariance to be higher when we

use the sample with the mix of a �rm-level de�ator and an industry-level de�ator. Column

7 in Table 8 shows that the covariance is virtually unchanged from the uncorrected results

in Table 3. While the information on prices is limited to only one-quarter of the sample, the

results are suggestive that the price measurement error story is not the cause of the negative

covariance term.

7.2 Controlling for Capital and Labor Heterogeneity

If �rms are substituting capital for labor then �rms with increasing ALP - because they are

increasing capital and reducing labor - are also �rms that are reducing their labor share.

To see whether this story holds in the data we return to the estimates of the value-added

production function from Section 5 and use the estimates dln!vit as the measure of �rm-level
productivity. This measure controls for heterogeneity in both capital levels and for two types

of labor. The multi-factor measure of aggregate productivity and its growth rate are given as

ln!vt =
X
i

sitdln!vit
� ln!vt = ln!vt � ln!vt�1:

19We use the full sample so results are comparable to Table 3.
20Our attempt is related to Foster, Haltiwanger, and Syverson (2008) in that both employ a plant-level price

information. We do not, however, take their route- i.e., deriving physical productivity and estimating the level
of idiosyncratic demand at the plant level- due to the severe limitation in the number of observations in our
sample.
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Table 9 presents the results for Chile. Conditioning on di¤erent labor types and capital causes

the average BHC between term to change from being slightly positive (in Table 1) to �6:24%.

The covariance terms remain negative in all years but two. Table A3 presents the results

for Colombia and the �ndings are largely the same as the positive but weak between term

becomes mostly negative and every covariance term remains negative. In contrast, the results

from Table 10 for Slovenia do change. The BHC between turn increases and the covariance

terms become positive for every year except one. Distinguishing between value-added per

laborer and multi-factor productivity growth can change the covariance term and increase the

between term relative to ALP but apparently is not the general source of the problem.

7.3 Controlling for Capacity Utilization

Let capacity utilization be denoted as utilit, so that the true capital input is ln(Kit �utilit) =

lnKit + lnutilit�where Kit is the observed capital input. Increases in unobserved capacity

utilization appear as an increase in technical e¢ ciency in the value-added production function:

�dln!vit = � ln!vit + "viK�utilit:
If unobserved capital utilization were negatively correlated with labor, it could generate

the negative covariance. For example, within-establishment substitution between hiring new

bodies and increasing utilization rates could lead to a negative covariance term.

A separate survey for the Slovenian data is collected and it asks about utilization. This

allows us to correct 11% of the observations in the Slovenian data for unobserved utilization.

Once the capital terms have been corrected for this subset, these observations are added back

to the full Slovenian data set. We compare these results to the multi-factor productivity

results from Table A4 and �nd that the results are virtually unchanged. While the sample of

�rms for which we can correct for utilization is a small fraction of the total �rms, unobserved

capacity appears to not a¤ect either the between terms or the covariance terms.
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8 Conclusions

Despite deregulation in many of the 25 countries analyzed in Bartelsman, Haltiwanger, and

Scarpetta (2004) and Pages, Pierre, and Scarpetta (2009) aggregate labor productivity growth

for continuing establishments is weak or negative for most of these countries. This empirical

�nding runs counter to theoretical models of aggregate productivity growth based on reallo-

cation where inputs move from lower-value to higher-value activities as the economy evolves

over time.

We resolve this puzzle for Chile, Colombia, and Slovenia, three countries on which we have

micro-level data. We show that the �ndings of BHS and PPS exist in these three data sets

as inputs move in the direction of the lower productivity growth �rms from the perspective

of the traditional BHC/FHK decomposition of ALP. By rede�ning aggregate productivity

growth and its decomposition in terms of its impact on aggregate �nal demand, we �nd

aggregate input reallocation contributes positively to economic growth in thirty-seven of the

forty country-year pairs that we observe, and the contribution to growth in on average equal

to or greater than the contribution of within-�rm productivity growth in every country. While

this does not explain away the ALP puzzles, it does suggest that these puzzles are an artifact

of the BHC/FHK ALP decomposition.

We then revisit the question of why the BHC/FHK de�nition of reallocation seems to

exhibit weak or negative reallocation growth for our three countries. We show that the ALP

between term contains a term that is closely related to the change in the total number of �rms,

which often works to reduce the total between term in our data. We also try to explain away

the negative covariance term by controlling for unobserved prices, unobserved heterogeneity

in capital and labor levels, and unobserved levels of capacity utilization. Except for unob-

served heterogeneity in capital and labor in Slovenia, none of these stories can explain why

BHC/FHK lead to negative covariance terms. The puzzle that does remain is what exactly

does the BHC/FHK between and covariance terms measure in terms of the contribution of

the reallocation of inputs to changes in aggregate �nal demand.
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Appendix

A-1 Construction of Slovenian dataset

To construct the data set, we merge annual data sets from four distinct sources. The �rst

source is the Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services

(AJPES), which compiles the annual accounting data for all �rms and for sole proprietors in

manufacturing with at least 30 workers. The data setn is comprised of �rm-level data, although

the accounting data are not consolidated. It is an unbalanced panel that includes a measure

of nominal output, capital, and intermediate inputs. The second source is the Slovenian

Statistical O¢ ce (SORS) that maintains the Slovenian Employment Registry (SER), which

records employment durations of all workers in the economy and contains information on

the employer�s identity and employees�educational attainment, all of which are then used to

determine the numbers of skilled and unskilled workers. The third source is the Slovenian

Tax O¢ ce (TORS). The data contain information on annual labor income for each employee,

which is used to calculate the annual cost of skilled and unskilled labor. The fourth data

set is the industrial production (IP) survey of �rms with at least 10 employees, performed

annually by the SORS. It contains information on nominal output and physical quantities,

disaggregated by products that are de�ned according to the 8-digit combined nomenclature

(CN) product classi�cation. From these, the prices of products are calculated and the price

indices at the �rm-level are constructed.

A-2 Construction of Firm-level Price De�ator

The �rm-level price index is calculated using the annual industrial production (manufacturing

and mining) survey for a set of Slovenian �rms. The survey contains information on quantities

and values sold by product, de�ned according to PRODCOM 8-digit code. The 2002-2009

provides information on non-response, which ranges between 9% and 15%. For example, in

2002, the number of surveyed establishments is 2; 366, out of which 12% (285) did not respond.

Additional surveyed units are mis-classi�ed; for example, a unit is classi�ed as manufacturing

or mining but performs other activities. We eliminated these units. For example, the address
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book contained 2; 484 cases, of which 118 were mis-classi�ed.

The data set is not a survey but should contain all establishments. The source of infor-

mation is: http://www.stat.si/doc/metod_porocila/21_LPK_IND_L_2009.pdf

The product classi�cations used have changed over time. The SORS used a 9-digit national

variety of NACE during 1989-1993, which distinguishes between 3; 469 products. During 1994-

2008, SORS used an 8-digit NACE, which distinguishes 5; 666 product codes in 1994 and 1995;

5; 622 product codes during 1996-2001; 5; 153 during 2002-2003; 5; 142 in 2004; etc. In 2004,

a subset of 4; 600 products were in manufacturing industries.

We use concordance �les between di¤erent product classi�cations to create a time invariant

product classi�cation.

To calculate the �rm-level price index, we have to deal with several issues. The ideal

Fischer price index formula for �rm i between periods t� 1 and t is:

FPIit;t�1 =
X
j2Ji

wjit
pjit
pjit�1

;

where Ji is the set of output goods, wjit =
wjit+wjit�1

2 and wjit = pjitqjit=
P
j2Ji pjitqjit:

Alternatively, one may use lagged or current weights. The Statistical O¢ ce uses lagged

weights, as it does not possess the information on the revenue shares:

FPI lagit =
X
j2Ji

wjit�1
pjit
pjit�1

:

C Construction of Double-De�ated Value Added

Establishment i�s price and quantity at time t are given by Pit and Qit. As with most

establishment-level data, we do not observe establishment-level prices, so we de�ate establishment-

level revenues PitQit with 3-digit industry gross output de�ators, with Pst denoting the price

index for industry s at time t. We de�ne double-de�ated value added as

V Ait =
PitQit
Pt

�
P
j PjtMijt

PMt
;
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where Pjt is the price of input j at time t and Mijt is the amount of j used as an intermediate

input in i�s production, and we de�ate expenditures on intermediate inputs using a 3-digit

industry price index for materials, which we denote PMt . We use double-de�ated value added

for Chilean results. For Colombian and Slovenian results, since intermediate input de�ators

are not available, we use single-de�ated value added using only the industry gross output

price de�ators Pst:

V Ait =
PitQit �

P
j PjtMijt

Pst
:

Finally, we use the consumer price index as a common de�ator across all establishments in

any year to calculate an alternative measure of single-de�ated value added. Qualitatively, the

results across these di¤erent value-added speci�cations are similar, so we primarily discuss

the double-de�ated value-added results.
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